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Abstract-By employing the generalized Riccati technique and the integral averaging technique, 
new Kamenev-type oscillation criteria are established for a class of second-order matrix differential 
systems. These criteria extend, improve, and unify a number of existing results and handle the cases 
which are not covered by known criteria. In particular, two interesting examples that illustrate the 
importance of our results are included. @ 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider the second-order matrix differential system 
[P(t)Y']' + Q@)Y = 0, (1) 
where t 2 to and Y(t), P(t), and Q(t) are n x n real continuous matrix functions with P(t), Q(t) 
symmetric and P(t) positive definite for t E [to,oo) (P(t) > 0, t 2 to). A solution Y(t) of (1) 
is nontrivial if det Y(t) # 0 for at least one t E [to, cc) and a nontrivial solution Y(t) of (1) is 
prepared if 
Y*(t)P(t)Y’(t) - Y*‘(t)P(t)Y(t) 5 0, t E [to, m>, 
where for any matrix A, the transpose of A is denoted by A*. System (1) is oscillatory on [to, oo) 
in case the determinant of every nontrivial prepared solution vanishes on [I?, oo) for each 2’ > to. 
The oscillation problem for system (1) and its various particular cases has been studied exten- 
sively in recent years; e.g., see [l-9] and the references quoted therein. One of the criteria that 
guarantee that system (1) is oscillatory is as follows. . 
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THEOREM A. (See 18, Theorem 11.) Let Do = {(t,s) : t > s 1 to} and D = {(t,s) : t 2 s 1 to}. 
Let X E C(D,W), h E C(Do,lR), k E C’([t 0, co), a+) satisfy the following three conditions: 
(I) H(t, i!) = 0 for t 2 to, H(t, s) > 0 on DO; 
(II) H has a continuous and nonpositive partial derivative on DO with respect to the second 
variable; 
(III) 
-$ (WC s)k(s)) = W s)dm, for all (t,s) E DO. (2) 
If there exists a function f E Cl([to, oo), W) such that 
lim sup 
1 
--xl [l; (H(t,s)k(s)@(s) - ;h’(t,s)a(s)P(s)) ds] = co, 
t+co H(C to) 
where W+ = (0, m), 4s) = exP(-2 J” f(a) da), Q(s) = 4sH&(s) + f2(sP(s) - [f(sP(s>l’lt 
X1 [. ] denotes the largest eigenw&e of the matrix inside the braces, then system (1) is oscillatory. 
We note that if f(s) $0 for s 2 t 0, then Theorem A above requires P(s) to be differentiable. 
In the present paper, by using a generalized Riccati transformation different from the one used 
in [8] for proving Theorem A, we do not require P(s) to be differentiable and shall present new 
oscillation criteria for (1). By choosing appropriate functions H, k, and f, wk can present a series 
of explicit oscillation criteria. The results of this paper extend, improve, and unify a number 
of existing results and handle the cases which are not covered by known criteria. Finally, two 
interesting examples that illustrate the importance of our results are included. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let functions H, h, and k satisfy Conditions (I)-(III) in Theorem A. If there exists 
a function f E C1 ([to, 00)) W) such that 
lim sup 
1 
--x1 
t-w0 q&to) 
s)k(s)@(s) + F(t, s)} ds 1 = co, (3) 
where a(s) = a(s){&(s) + f2(s)P-l(s) - f’(s)l}, a(s) = exp(-2 J” f(a) da), I is the n x n 
identity matrix, and 
F(t,s) = -u(s) [ (;W, s) + f(s)P(t, s)k(s)l v2 ) P”2(s) - f(s)[H(t, s)k(s)l’/2P-1/2(s)]2, 
then system (i) is oscillatory. 
PROOF. Suppose to the contrary that there exists a prepared solution Y(t) of (1) which is not 
oscillatory. Without loss of generality, we may assume that det Y(t) # 0 for t 2 to. Define 
v(t) = u(t) [P(t)Y’(t)Y-l(t) + j(t)11 . (4) 
Then V(t) is well defined, symmetric, and satisfies the Riccati equation 
V’(t) = -a(t) - f(t) {2V(t) - [V(t)P-l(t) + P-yt)V(t)]} - $)wP-‘ow). (5) 
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Multiplying (5) (with t replaced by. s) by H(t, s&(s), integrating it with respect to s from to to t 
for t > to, using integration by parts and (2), and rearranging the terms, we obtain. 
I 
t H(t, s)k(s)@(s) ds = - 
to 
It H(t, s)k(s)V’(s) ds - 1; { H(t’;;;(s)V(s)+(s)v(s) 
to 
+ H(t, s)k(s)f(s) (2V(s) - V(s)P-l(s) - P-‘(s)V(s))} ds 
= H(t, to)k(to)V(to) - 1; { H(~(sB)Ic(s)v(s)P-l(s)vo 
- H(t, s)k(s)f(s) (V(s)F(s) + F(s)V(s)) 
+ (W, SWW, 4Wl”2 + 2f(sW, MS)) v(s)) ds 
= H(t, to)k(to)V(to) - /‘{W*(t, s)W(t, s) + F(t, s)} ds, 
to 
where R(t) = P-1/2(t) and 
W@, s) = { “‘ys’)“’ Jqs)l/‘(s) - [a(s)H(t, 4w)l”2mw) 
Hence, 
+ ( +‘/2(s)h(t, s) + [a(s)H(t, s)k(s)]1/2f(s)) R--‘(s). 
/‘{H(t, s)k(s)@(s) + F(t, s)} ds = H(t, to)k(to)V(t,) - It W*(t, s)W(t, s) ds 
to to 
I H(t,to)k(to)V(to). 
Since H(t, to) > 0 for t > to, we have for all t > to, 
Xl 
[I 
ht, s)k(sP(s) + W, s)) ds I Xl [W, to)WoP’(to>l L H(t, to)k(to)h[Wo>l, 
to 1 
and therefore, 
1 
--x1 
[s 
t{H(t, s)k(s)@(s) + F(t, s)} ds 
mw to 1 I k(to)Al[V(to)]. (6) 
Taking the upper limit in both sides of (6) as t + co, the right-hand side is always bounded, 
which contradicts condition (3). This completes the proof of Theorem 1. I 
Under a modification of the hypotheses of Theorem 1, we obtain the following result. 
THEOREM 2. Let H, h, and’k,satisfy Conditions (I)-(III) in Theorem A. If there exists a function 
f E Cl([to, oo), W) such that 
1 
lim sup - 
s 
‘{H(t, s)k(s)tr @(s) + trF(t, s)} ds = co, 
t-co H(t, to> to 
where Q(s), a(s), and F(t, s) are as in Theorem 1, then system (1) is oscillatory. 
In the following, we would like to establish connections between our results and those known 
ones. 
Although the conditions in Theorems 1 and 2 seem to be more complicated compared to the 
previous ones, with appropriate choices of the functions H, k, f and from Theorems 1 and 2 we 
shall derive a number of known results, which can be obtained by H(t, s) and two commonly used 
generalized Riccati transformations ((4) and the following (8)). In fact, if we choose k(s) 3 1 for 
s > to, then h(t,s) in (2) of Theorem A reduces to hl(t,s), which satisfies 
-g (4 s) = h(t, shim,. for all (t, s) E DO. (7) 
Hence, Theorems 1 and 2 reduce to the following corollaries. 
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COROLLARY 1. Let functions H E C(D,W), hi E C(Du,W) satisfy Conditions (I),(II) in Thec~ 
rem A and (7). If there exists a function f E C1( [to, co), W) such that 
lim sup 
1 
-----Xl 
t-00 H(t,to) [J 
t{H(t, s)@(s) + Fl(& s)} ds = 00, 
to I 
where G(s), a(s) are as in Theorem 1 and 
Fl(t, s) = -u(s) K ;hI(t, s) + f(s)H1/2(t, s)) W(s) - f(s)H’/2(t, s)P-1~2(s)]2, 
then system (1) is oscillatory. - 
COROLLARY 2. Let the functions H and hl be as in CorolJary 1. If there exists a function 
f E C1([t,-,,oo),W) such that 
1 
lim sup - 
s 
‘(H(t, s)tr Q(s) + tr Fi(t, s)} ds = 00, 
t-a, H(t, to> to 
where cP(s), a(s), and Fl(t, s) are as in Corollary 1, then system (1) is oscillatory. 
REMARK 1. If f(t) z 0 for t 2 t 0, then Corollary 1 reduces to the criteria of Erbe, Kong and 
Ruan [2]. If P(t) z I for t > t 0, then Corollary 1 reduces to the criteria of Meng, Wang and 
Zheng [6]. If n = 1, then (1) reduces to a scalar system; at the moment, Corollaries 1 and 2 
extend and improve Theorem 1 of [7] (P(t) 5 1, f(t) = 0 for t > to), and the related results of 
Li [5], Kamenev [4], Hartman [3], Wintner (91, etc. 
If we choose f(s) z 0 for s 2 to, then a(s) s 1, a(s) = Q(S), and F(t,s) = -(1/4)h2(t, s)P(s) 
for s 2 to. Hence, Theorems 1 and 2 reduce to the following corollaries. 
COROLLARY 3. Let functions H, h, and k satisfy Conditions (I)-@) in Theorem A. If 
lim sup 
1 
-----Xl 
t-co HP, to) 
H(t, s)k(s)Q(s) - ;h2(t, s)P(s) > 1 ds = 00, 
then system (1) is oscillatory. 
COROLLARY 4. Let H, h, and k sat+@ Conditions @)-@I) in Theorem A. If 
H(t, s)k(s)tr Q(s) - ih2(t, s)tr P(s) ds = 00, 
then system (1) is oscillatory. 
REMARK 2. When f(s) z 0 for s > to, Theorem A also reduces to Corollaries 3 and 4. Mean- 
while, it is very interesting to note that Corollaries 3 and 4 can also be obtained by using H(t, s) 
and the following generalized Riccati transformation: 
V(t) = k(t)P(t)Y’(t)Y-‘(t). (8) 
This follows from [8, Theorem 31 with k(s) and a(s) replaced by 1 and k(s), respectively. Thus, 
Corollaries 3 and 4 essentially extend, improve, and unify the related results in [l-9] and the 
references therein. 
The above theorems and corollaries are presented in the form of a high degree of generality and 
also give rather wide possibilities of deriving different explicit oscillation criteria for system (1) 
with appropriate choices of the functions H, k, and f. For instance, if we choose H(t,s) = 
(t - s)~, [lnt/slm, [J,” &I”, or p(t - s), etc., for t 2 s 2 to, where m > 1 is a constant, 
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f9 E WO, m), (O,oo)) satisfying St: ,& = 00, p E C([O, 001, W), P(O) = 0, P(U) > 0, P'(U) 2 0 
for u > 0, then we can derive interesting perspectives to apply our results. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider differential systems of the form 
(diag(mW,m(t), . . . ,P&)> Y’>’ + diag (a(t), cd%. . . , At)) Y = 0, t2 1, (9) 
where Y is a n x n matrix, pi(t) E C([l,oo),(O,M]), qi(t) E C([l,oo),W), i = 1,2,. . . ,n, 
maxl<i<,{qi(t) - (1/4t2)pi(t)} 3 &/t2, M and E are arbitrary positive constants. Then we 
can ch&k that system (9) is oscillatory by Corollary 1. 
Note that in Corollary 1, 
H(t, s)@(s) + Fl(t, s) = H(t, s)a(s> {Q(s) + [2f2(4 - f’(s)] I- f2(s)p(s)) 
We choose H(t, s) = (t - s)~ and f(t) = -1/2t for t > s 2 1. Then H(t, s) satisfies Conditions (I) 
and (II) in Theorem A, hl(t, s) = 2, u(t) = t, f’(t) = 1/2t2, and H(t,s)@(s) + Fi(t,s) = 
diag(gl(t,s),gz(t, s), . . . ,a-$, s)), where 
gi(t, s) = (t - s)% 
( 
qi(s) - &i(S) 
> ( 
- s Pi(S) - fpt(s)(t - s) + fct - 4) 
2 (t - s)% Qi(S) - &pi(s) 
> 
- MS - (t - s), i=1,2 ,..., 12. 
It follows that 
mm W,s)l 1 gyn (t - s> s s(s) - 
l<i<n t2c > 
&pi(s) - MS - (t - s) 
> jt- s)2 
- ~ + (1 - M)s - t. 
S 
Noting that E > 0, we have 
s)@(s) + &@, 3)) fxs 1 
(t - sy 
s---+(1-M)s-t 
s 
1-M 
--l=oo. 
2 
Therefore, from Corollary 1, we see that system (9) is oscillatory. However, the oscillation criteria 
in references [l-9], etc., fail to apply to system (9). 
REMARK 3. In Example 1, if we choose pi(t) E C([l, oo), (0, 11) (i = 1,2,. . . , n) and msxi<i<n 
{qi(t)}r/t2, where 7 is a constant, then 
-- 
lTtyn { qiCt) - &Pi@) 1 2 2 t2 - 
-- 
& - 1 =7* 47 
Clearly, (47 - 1)/4 > 0 if 7 > l/4. Therefore, system (9) is oscillatory if y > l/4. Here, we do 
not require pi(t) (i = 1,2,. . . , n) to be differentiable and then improve the example of [8]. 
It is worth noting that in most cases, to estimate the eigenvalues Xi[A(t)] (i = 1,2,. . . , n) of 
an n x n matrix A(t) of real valued continuous functions is rather difficult. In applications, to 
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avoid this difficulty we observe that it is feasible to use the positive linear function tr A(t). The 
following example is illustrative. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider (1) with t 2 to > 0 and 
trP(t) 5 t, trQ@) 2 tY 2-cost Y -+sint , t 
> 
where y is a positive constant. Then we can check that this system is oscillatory by Corollary 4. 
Note that for any t 2 to, 
+sins ds= 
> J 
t 
d (~~(2 - cos s)) ds 
to 
Taking H(t,s) = (t -s)T and k(t) - 1 for t > s 1 to, then H(t,s) satisfies Conditions (I) and (II) 
in Theorem A, h(t, s) = 2. Thus, in Corollary 4, we have 
1 t 
lim sup - J( t-+oo H (&to) to H(t, s)k(s)tr Q(s) - ih2(t, s)tr P(s) > ds 
2 lizzp $1: [(t - s)2tr Q(s) - s] ds 
=li~>~~~ [2(t-s)(l:trQ(u)du) -s] ds 
2 lipzp f Jt [2(t - S) (3’ - ko) - s] ds 
+ to 
= limsup = 00, 
t+w 
kltY + + + $ - Ice - i 1 
where 
ICI = 
(7+1;7+2)’ 
2tT+2 
k2=-“- 12 
7+2 
kc& + -to, kg = PIcot - 
2ty+’ 
0. 
2 7+1 
Therefore from Corollary 4, we conclude that this system is oscillatory. 
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